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An Introduction by Andrea Zapp
Mapping Digital Infrastructures
Essay by Martin Dodge, with notes on exhibition locations by Simon Blackmore

Artist statements

Analogue is the new Digital
Physical and analogue artworks and sculptures that reflect and interact
with the invisible sub-structure of data that permeates our world.
Or in other words: a digital media art exhibition of quite a different nature.
This exhibition explores technical and digital space as an
omnipresent, inevitable and parallel world to our own and by doing
so it refers to the origins of digital media arts and the history of
media in general. Following a well-trodden path of so called old and
new media debates then, with an ever so slightly conformist and
romantic hint? Far from it! The show subverts the linear process of
media production and investigates the subject from today’s digital
perspective, but resolutely analogue in its output. In the era of ‘post’
- be it postmodern or even post human - it opens up a ‘post-digital’
discourse with tongue-in-cheek, in which newly commissioned
works are mixing the realities and inventing their own terrain whilst
harking back to early stages in visual technology and methodology.
Historical genres like media archeology, early cinematic, optical and
illusionist experiments are marked out; art history movements, such
as Fluxus or Intermedia are shining through in the concepts, and
more contemporary practices like software DIY scenes and social
and locative media formats are indicated.

Eighteen artists and collectives were challenged to think in
data processes but work with bodily substances and objects to
explore the physicality of code, mark the transit points, make
the invisible visible and to expose the wiring behind. To reconsider, re-build, re-cycle, re-invent. The participants come
from very diverse backgrounds, such as sound and video art,
drawing, sculpture and textiles; mobile media, tele-robotics,
programming and networking; and they were asked to apply
as well as distort their methods at the same time. The overall
approach is wide and resourceful and it was most intriguing to
witness how all these established practitioners interpreted the
idiosyncratic subject matter of going analogue from the digital
with their very own means. Their responses and interventions
in capturing the duality, disparity, or analogy hidden in the
given creative remit have turned into a fascinating kaleidoscope.
The resulting interpretations, devices, and artefacts are surreal,
imaginative, and unique in their very own ways.

The technological and networked space and its inherent
connotations are reflected and turned upside down in
outstanding and original models and physical architectures;
in ready-made aesthetics, kinetic apparatuses and perpetualmobiles, in delicate and decorative sculptures, in references of
organic, chemical and medical nature. At the same time the
individual exhibits draw in their conceptual thinking on most
recent technological issues that range from mapping via hybrid
solutions or open source software to distortions of the body and
participatory models of audience involvement.
They debate the digital information space as an essential
artistic one by leading it back to the corporeal; ironic at times,
and as a symbolic manifesto, but proving how inseparably
intertwined these areas have become.
Overall they are establishing a strong emotional link between
audience and artwork and truly reflect a fruitful endeavour
of digital media joining forces with visual arts and therefore
creating an important and necessary synthesis at this time.
In a second conclusion data and physical body have long
merged into one entity and the virtual space has become the
other equal if not dominant place of existence and memory.

To reinforce such allegories the exhibition defines its topic in a
further essential layer of content from a site-specific viewpoint.
It places the works in public space and unexpected venues rather
than a single exhibition centre. It relates them directly to the given
infrastructure of networks and technology in Manchester and the
city’s rich history in this field. In parallel, digital space is referred
to once more as an all-pervading characteristic that constantly
bleeds into our social frameworks. These invisible infrastructures
of technology, that are criss-crossing the city centre of Manchester
beneath the surface - be it most recent – like mobile phone networks
or broadband such as the newly planned Digital Corridor - or more
historical – like the early computer development - or more obscure
- like the subterranean Guardian cold war telephone exchange
network – they all form our superimposed narrative and conceptual
grid. The artworks almost literally grow out of the invisible lines of
technological communication in our everyday environment. Again
the borders between ‘here and there’, ‘all around us and remote’ are
blurred. Noteworthy locations, conceptual venues and hidden hot
spots have been selected along representative specific routes that
run from the Northern Quarter via Chinatown and up on Oxford
Road. They turn this network into our gallery in which the projects
bridge the gaps, map the two spheres and provoke the differences
– inviting the audience to explore and follow their traces.
Andrea Zapp
Manchester, October 2010

The underground civilian exchange in Manchester was codenamed ‘Guardian’. These are the blast doors at the base of lift shaft “G”.
©Crown copyright.NMR

Mapping Digital Infrastructures
Martin Dodge, Department of Geography, University of Manchester.
With notes on exhibition locations by Simon Blackmore.
‘Infrastructure can be the dullest of all topics. It can also be the most important.
Infrastructure defines the basis of society; it is the underlying foundation of the
facilities, services and standards upon which everything else builds.’
(Norman D A, 1998, The Invisible Computer, MIT Press, page 55.)
Over the last couple of decades there has been a phenomenal
growth in the use and diversity of digital infrastructure, with
computers, telecommunications networks and software systems
becoming enrolled in everyday living. The rise of the Internet
through the 1990s and mobile phones during the 2000s are
particularly notable but the extent of digital infrastructure is
much more pervasive in the routine management of cities, being a
pivotal component in logistical supply systems, for transportation
networks and ensuring the efficient delivery of essential utilities
like water and electricity.
Along with this growth, there has been a multi-billion dollar
investment in vast assemblages of powerful computer servers and
the infrastructure necessary to support current and projected
demand in information processing and exchange, including longhaul networks to link countries and metropolitan cores, highspeed routers and switches, and “last-mile” DSL and fibre-optic
cables connecting homes and businesses.

Mobile antennas have rapidly multiplied and become a largely
unnoticed part of cities; additionally spaces are now saturated
with small scale wireless nodes deployed ad hoc and without
central planning.
Understanding the development and growth of all this digital
infrastructure, the myriad of its social, economic, and political
consequences, as well as the practical tasks of maintaining
working systems and planning future infrastructure investment,
however, is no easy task.
One possible starting point could be the physical communication
structures that were developed during the 19th and 20th centuries.
The Manchester Guardian Underground Telephone Exchange is
located 34 metres below ground and runs along George Street in
China Town. It was built in the 1950s to protect the communication
system from a nuclear attack. While we have not put work within
this tunnel, we have got pretty close. Our venue at Easy Office lies
just above one of the former entrances.

Digital infrastructure and its use is often taken for granted
because, unlike roads or railways, it is largely invisible—buried
underground, antennas hidden high up on buildings, running inside
walls and under floors, or floating unseen on satellite platforms
orbiting above our heads. Network switches and computer servers
have a relatively small physical footprint in comparison to the
significance of the work they do in the world, and are usually
hidden away in unmarked service spaces and anonymous, secure,
windowless buildings.
Other supporting hardware elements vital to ongoing work of
digital infrastructure, such as air-conditioning and backup power
supplies, are separated from people by being located in basements
or on roof tops. For all the hype surrounding the Internet and
the billions in capital investment, it has remarkably little visual
impact on the urban landscape. Other tangible or noxious
externalities of the digital infrastructure are minimal because
it typically does not produce noise or other noxious pollution,
again in contrast to many other key urban infrastructures.

Images of BT graffiti located on Oxford Road, very near the George Street entrance to the Guardian tunnel.
Oxford Road has been billed as Manchester’s digital corridor. This
is likely to be a combination of marketing and cable infrastructure
and is a good route to get from George Street to our University
venues at All Saints Park (MMU) and the Kilburn Building
(University of Manchester). Look out for phone company graffiti
and carved stones on your way !

In addition to being out-of-sight and relegated to non-human
service spaces, other elements of the digital hardware that are
manifestly visible in the landscape are effectively made invisible
because they are mundane (‘invisibility by being ignored’) or
because they are not typically associated with the operation of
the Internet (‘invisibility by misconception’). For example, the
wiring cabinets aggregating customer telephone lines, which
are now vital to broadband Internet distribution, are a common
sight on pavements but are an anonymous and unmarked part
of street furniture. In the UK, British Telecom has some 90,000
such ‘primary cross-connection point’ cabinets; they are usually
painted an unassuming green colour and we walk past them
without a second glance.
It can also be argued that the material invisibility of the digital
infrastructure is actively encouraged in some quarters as part
of more recent “cybersecurity” initiatives in which critical and
potentially vulnerable elements of the infrastructure are thought
to be best protected by being kept anonymous and secret.
Such “security through obscurity”, leaving important places
deliberately undocumented, has a long tradition, for example in
the production “rules” of state cartography where military bases
and bunkers were often left unmapped.
It is not only the ongoing hardware production of everyday digital
media that is unseen; at the infrastructural level what is carried
by data networks is entirely invisible in a phenomenological sense.
Indeed, given its invisibility and intangibility, it has become all
too easy for the general public to assume that digital infrastructure
is as ethereal and virtual as the media spaces that it supports.

As difficult as it can be to see digital networks, some can be found.
Such infrastructures can cost millions of pounds so it can be important
to show that the money has been spent well. One of the exhibition
venues, Manchester University’s Kilburn Building has a huge server
room that no doubt connects into one of the UK’s highspeed networks.
The Kilburn Building also has a great permanent exhibition upstairs
that explores Manchester’s important role in computer history.

Server room at Kilburn building, University of Manchester.

Mapping the networks
Mapping can be used as a significant tool of analysis for digital
infrastructure, aiding in the development and implementation of
policies related to ICT provision, and understanding the geographical
patterns of the information economy. Maps can be used to reveal
the range, extent and density of digital infrastructure in relation
to real-world geography at a variety of scales. They can reveal the
uneven growth of the “network society” and the new layers of
social and geographic equality arising from “information economy”.
Moreover, they allow an analysis of the changes occurring in these
patterns. As research continues to highlight, while the Internet has
expanded, diversified, and diffused greatly, basic infrastructure
access and equality issues are still significant in many cities,
including Manchester.

Statistical mapping of the e-Society geodemographic profile revealing patterns of variation in domestic
availability and use of digital technologies.
(For further information see www.spatial-literacy.org/esocietyprofiler/)
The Manchester Digital Development Agency – MDDA – is one
of our partner venues. They support the regeneration of the cityregion through the strategic and practical work of their technologyfocused projects.

However, while mapping is a useful strategy, with many of the
maps visually striking and persuasive, there are several reasons
they need to be created, used, and interpreted with care. First,
maps are only as accurate as the data used in their construction.
While it is generally recognised that all spatial data are of limited
accuracy because of the inherent error in data generation (e.g.,
precision of surveying measurements) or source materials, there
are particularly acute problems in relation to data concerning the
digital infrastructures. This is because sources of data are limited
and fragmented, with few attempts to systematically measure the
various components of the telecommunications. The problem is
exacerbated by the fast growing and dynamic nature of digital
infrastructures that makes keeping up with changes almost
impossible. Consequently, maps are out-of-date before they are
published, as the component data they are constructed from has
altered. In addition, the provision of both infrastructure and
content services has become an intensely competitive and profitable
business. As such, corporations are wary of giving away details
that may aid competitors or threaten security. A further problem is
that there are no data standards for what data is produced. Hence,
different agencies produce different kinds of data measured using
varied techniques. This makes comparison of data from different
sources difficult. Consequently, most publicly available maps of
digital infrastructure, while fascinating, are often limited in scope,
coverage and currency because they are based on limited data.
A good example of this is the mobile phone mast map included in
this catalogue, which was produced by hand-copying maps from
the Ofcom website. While poor quality maps of mobile masts are
available, data sets currently are not and information is submitted
by telecommunications companies on a voluntary basis.

Maps are also political forms as well as communicative media;
they are created by people with a wide variety of motivations and
agendas. As a consequence, all maps are selective and subjective
presentations of their underlying data, telling the “story” their
creators have designed them to tell even if created in a so-called
scientific fashion, decisions have to be made over scale, symbols,
layout, category classes, and what to map and what to omit.
Two artworks within the show explore mapping the body within
the digital age, and are in their own venues (please see map). Dave
Griffiths has exploited the microfilm’s 500 year life span to document
his entire body and Daksha Patel’s work Route Map, re-imagines
the transport and communication systems of Manchester as an
angiogram (an x-ray of blood vessels).
Given the diversity of map purposes, the variety of mapping
techniques adopted, the problems with data capture and availability,
and the subjective decisions made in their creation, it should be
noted that there is no one single map or technique that can capture
all the complexities of the digital infrastructure enrolled in a city
like Manchester, and no such map can be created. Instead, there are
a multiplicity of different maps that focus on different components
of the infrastructural assemblage. Perhaps even our knowledge is
diminishing as the scale and complexity of infrastructure grows,
information about it becomes less open to scrutiny and its materiality
becomes even more invisible in the urban landscape.
In addition to the spaces mentioned above, we will be presenting
a range of works at MadLab, a space located within Manchester’s
“Northern Quarter”, that has spent the last couple of years welcoming
coders and electronic tinkerers to take technology apart and re-make
it rather than take it off the shelf. Here you will find a number of
works that reflect this DIY ethos.

Eimer Birkbeck & Stuart Hartley		
Cast

Three analogue speakers mounted on fishing rods cast out aerial voices
collected from worldwide short wave radio broadcasts.
Cast collates and imparts with individual human communiqué, in an age
of mass cultural automaton. The axis is the relationship between the private
messenger, who casts their unique voice into the global maelstrom and the
chance listener, who channels that voice into their own lives.
Cast communicates the reverberation of the individual’s voice, with its
unique story or signal. The random casting of the message challenges the
traditional ‘transmit and receive’ network model, and focuses on the organic
nature of the source.
The work illustrates our desire to transmit to others, and the emotional
recoil of that communication. Here we have the ever-listening mast and
the instance of the listener, who tunes in by chance to the voice, and is
caught by the message.
Eimer Birkbeck’s work focuses on the exploration of sound as the covert
cultural and physical structure underlying all our day-to-day experiences
whilst capturing a sense of identity and place.
Eimer Birkbeck’s work focuses on the exploration of sound as the covert
cultural and physical structure underlying all our day-to-day experiences
whilst capturing a sense of identity and place.
Stuart Hartley is a member of the Yorkshire Sculptor Group,
and has exhibited widely in the UK.
The project is funded in kind by CADG, (Contemporary Arts Development
Group), part of UCLAN (University of Central Lancashire).

Simon Blackmore		
Data Sculpted Tree

Data Sculpted Tree is a hand crafted wooden tree. Made from green
oak, it twists and turns while also following a strict rule-based geometry.
Shifting between the analogue and the digital world, the tree’s structure
is characterised both by the limitations of hand crafting wood and by the
code that defined it. It becomes hard to distinguish what is analogue and
what is digital. The growth of a tree is related to specific rules and yet it
would be problematical to consider a tree to be digital.
D’Arcy Thompson once wrote: “Organic form itself is found, mathematically
speaking, to be a function of time.... We might call the form of an organism an
event in space-time, and not merely a configuration in space.” (Thompson,
D. W., On Growth and Form, Cambridge University Press, 1992)
So perhaps it is only a subtle shift through space-time that defines
something as analogue rather than digital; the smaller the changes through
time, the more analogue something is...? This tree has stopped growing, like
many other virtual trees that were once made on computers and stored in
hard drives or on CDs. They wait for someone to open or delete them, or in
the case of this wooden tree, assemble it or throw it in the bin. All these
trees could be described as dead.
Data Sculpted Tree, created through mathematical rules and manual
labour is placed outdoors and exposed to the elements, and will eventually
decompose. Untreated oak tends to grey and crack over time which is
possibly a better fate than software rot, in which, according to Wikipedia, the software does not actually decay, but rather suffers
from a lack of being updated with respect to the changing environment in which it resides.
Simon Blackmore makes performative sculptures and installations using sound and custom-made technology.
He also creates and performs experimental music internationally as part of the Owl Project collective. www.simonblackmore.net/

Stephen Calcutt		
Pseudorandom

Pseudorandom is an autonomous, mechanical drawing device. The
generative images that it creates attempt to display the aesthetic qualities of
computer programs that simulate computational randomness and free choice.
These original pen and ink drawings visualise the process of pseudorandom
number generation by creating a visual landscape and sense of physicality
from the otherwise entirely digital nature of code, machine consciousness
and artificial intelligence.
Similar to the way Jean Arp produced his ‘chance collages’ as a method of
relinquishing control, the drawings of pseudorandom can be seen as a depersonalisation of creative practice. By instructing a machine to make the
important decisions of composition the drawings can be seen as experiments
of digital spontaneity and irrational artistic creation.
The drawings of Pseudorandom have been created by means of an
appliance which simulates and mechanically reproduces ‘Monte Carlo
Method’ based algorithms – applications that are used in computing to
study cellular structures and fractal generation. The device generates a
pseudorandom number and moves a mechanical arm, which is holding a
pen, through the chosen co-ordinates. The appliance loops back to the
beginning, selects another number and the process repeats.
Stephen Calcutt is a Manchester based artist working across a variety of
digital media, motion tracking and other sensory input devices and currently
investigating human-machine interfaces, tele-robotics and the Net.
www.dinosaurmuseum.com

Ele Carpenter		

Embroidered Digital Commons
The ‘Embroidered Digital Commons’ is part of the Open Source
Embroidery project, utilising social and digital connectivity, exploring
the language of the digital commons:
In 2003 the Raqs Media Collective wrote A Concise Lexicon of/for
the Digital Commons. The full lexicon is an A-Z of the interrelationship
between social, digital and material space. It weaves together an evolving
language of the commons that is both poetic and informative. The terms
of the lexicon are: Access, Bandwidth, Code, Data, Ensemble, Fractal,
Gift, Heterogeneous, Iteration, Kernal, Liminal, Meme, Nodes, Orbit,
Portability, Quotidian, Rescension, Site, Tools, Ubiquity, Vector, Web,
Xenophilly, Yarn, and Zone.
This project involves the process of hand-embroidering the whole
lexicon, term by term, through international workshops and events as
a practical way of close reading and discussing the text and its current
meaning. Each term is chosen in relation to the specific context of its
production. The stitching of the term ‘Zone’ within the Analogue is the new
Digital exhibition is both spatial and conceptual, as a series of interlinked
sites throughout the city with satellites of decentralized participants
contributing to the hub. Rethinking digital technologies in terms of
analogue processes not only provides metaphors for understanding the
digital and the commons, but enables hybrid practices to be realized and
viewed in their entirety: the knitter blogs, the hacker stitches, the writer fixes a plug.
The Zone has been facilitated throughout the summer by ArtYarn Manchester. artyarn.blogspot.com/
Ele Carpenter is a curator, artist and writer in the field of visual arts and new media culture in the public realm, establishing context
specific programmes in collaboration with artists, universities, galleries and arts agencies.
www.open-source-embroidery.org.uk/edc.htm

Ross Dalziel		
Caller Birds

A project in which a fairground organ owned and restored by Norman
Kendall becomes controllable via Twitter, a gesture toward the ‘internet of
things’. The organ responds to Twitter hashtags #ANALOG #ANDfestival and
@DECAPSOUND messages. Norman is well known for his collection of Albert
Decap mechanical organs often accompanied by a mechanical monkey for
collecting money. This monkey remains in the gallery after the organ has
moved on, a fragment that will continue to respond to twitter hashtags. It
refers to the story of fairground organs being known as ‘caller birds’, assisting
fairground callers in attracting the public to a fair. The organs served as a
social beacon to the surrounding area and originally were installed in Cafés
in Belgium. Many of these organs have been operated digitally through MIDI
well before even the earliest mobile browsers were in domestic use, yet they
are perceived as something analogue and somewhat of the past - but in fact
are suspended across technical and sociological histories.
The mechanical music community (for want of a better definition) have been
a thriving creative and mutually supporting network, existing for many years
across generations and communication platforms. The project tries to connect
this ‘group’ to emerging tech communities around websites like Instructables
and projects like Arduino, Adrian McEwan’s Howduino work and Connected
Environment’s Pachube service.
Ross Dalziel is an artist interested in collaboration and responding to site
and context across disciplines. He likes connecting people and things.
Thanks to Adrian McEwan’s adapted Bubblino code for connecting the organ and monkey and Norman Kendall’s expertise in all things DECAP.
www.twitter.com/decapsound www.cheapjack.org.uk www.normansorgans.co.uk/ www.mcqn.com/bubblino

Rachel Goodyear		
Falling Out

The ideas for my pencil drawings begin as a chaotic overload of
information. I observe the world with a sketchbook and digital camera
and trawl both second hand shops and the Internet for imagery and
information to cross reference and reinterpret. The final drawings are
stripped and stark in contrast.
In my piece ‘Rat King’, 2009, I explored the notion of extracting an image
completely from its four edged paper surroundings by literally burning it
away with a laser cutter. With this technique the surface itself begins life
as a pencil drawing, which then slips off the paper into a digital world to
create a path for cutting, returning again as a support onto which the delicate
hand drawn process begins again. For Analogue is the New Digital I am
presenting new drawings upon laser cut veneer and paper; subtle and fragile
pieces that a viewer would happen upon. These are images that are in the
process of slipping away from the white background, or that have escaped
it altogether. Images will begin to spill over the edges of the paper and life
size cut outs of conjoined frog skeletons and tangled rats will lay flat as if
trampled before their escape.
Rachel Goodyear works primarily with pencil and watercolour on paper, her
drawings present ambiguous narratives that are delicate in their nature and
unsettling in their content.
www.rachelgoodyear.com

Dave Griffiths		

Bauplan Microfiche
Thousands of tiny images document the entire surface of my body in
a hyper-compressed photographic archive. Simply using daylight and a
lens, its browsers are invited to locate and re-imagine parts of my external
anatomy within the grid, in a voyeuristic performance of forensic scrutiny.
Encountering this film in a post human world of unknowable rituals, bodies
and implements, a curious future citizen might reconstruct my analogue
fragments as a biological being, a miniature, a slave, or a movie.
Bauplan exploits microfilm’s 500-year lifespan as an archaeological
timeframe. An irony of contemporary archiving is its painstaking
mission to compress and preserve an expanding knowledge, whose future
endurance – and value – is uncertain. Through its site and contents, this
work gestures towards both our desire for physical and screen-based
exploration of (images of) the body, and our cultural drive to protect
and engage with the wider mechanical-image archive. Critical data, now
cheaply housed in vulnerable digital solutions, might find longevity in this
return to the analogue, to survive environmental change or transcend loss
through generations of format migration.
Dave Griffiths is a Manchester based artist and curator working with film,
video, animation and print, recent work attempts to activate the narrative
potential in marginal images as living forms of cultural memory.
www.davegriffiths.info

Antony Hall		

BZ reaction: Chemical oscillation
The Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction (or BZ reaction) is performed using
a mixture of sodium bromate, malonic acid, sulphuric acid, and ferroin.
This creates a complex oxidising reaction that changes colour periodically.
The oscillations start with the formation in a red solution of small blue
dots that expand into ever-widening concentric blue rings. Sometimes
these will become expanding Archimedean spirals; the patterns intermix
and become increasingly complex towards the end of the reaction. These
waves are not mechanical in the same sense a ripple can be considered;
instead these waves show information travelling. The reaction was
discovered in 1951, but more recently the reaction has been used to
study the possible applications of liquid computers using chemical waves.
Antony Hall is a multidisciplinary artist who investigates biological
and physical phenomena, the behaviour of liquid or animals, and the
physicality of sound.
www.antonyhall.net

Hamilton, Southern & St Amand		
Floating Points

Hamilton, Southern & St Amand use balloons as a metaphor for GPS
tracking. The balloon is a portable, temporary and mobile device, making
visible the locative technologies that follow us day by day. GPS devices are
usually used to map the movement of individual people or vehicles, dropping
quiet digital breadcrumb-like markers as they go. Floating Points subverts
the ‘I am here’ statement of a GPS in a visible and collaborative event.
The balloons are carried during a participatory walk through the city.
As walkers follow a leader they make a temporal trace of a live walk.
The individual point of ‘here and now’ spread out into a line that flows
through the city, mapping both the time and space of the walk. The
balloons are markers in the sky, tied to our location on the ground. The
walkers’ movements are conditioned by the contours of the city and
the crowd while above them the balloons are buffeted by the wind and
weather. Their exact location is in a relationship of push and pull, at
times following the leader, at others nudged off course by the terrain or
the will of the crowd.
Hamilton, Southern & St Amand is a collaboration based in Canada and the
UK, we have a social and tactile approach to technology and work with
audiences to explore location and sense of place.
www.satellitebureau.net

Nick Jordan		
Giant Hogweed

A life-sized replica of a dead Giant Hogweed flower head, constructed
from numerous lengths of multicore data cable, stripped to reveal the inner
25-part wires and copper braid screen. The cable is designed for high density
wiring in digital instrumentation, which includes avionic control systems,
satellite video feeds and military bomb-disposal robots. Giant Hogweed is
an invasive, non-native plant species, infamous for its toxic sap and colossal
stature. Giant Hogweed can grow to over five meters and the stem is covered
in small, blister-like pistules which contain a phototoxic secretion. When
exposed to sunlight this sap can burn skin, and cause instant blindness. Since
its accidental introduction by a visiting Chechen warlord, this menacing
interloper, with its voluminous and imposing umbels, has spread rampantly
through our rich, loamy soils. Despite recent botanical forages in the Caucasus
Mountains for a natural solution to the Giant Hogweed problem, there is
still no known biological control agent for this ample and wanton tryffid.
Nick Jordan’s practice is multi-faceted, and often draws upon the interconnections between cultural and natural history.
www.nickjordan.info

Monomatic		
Modular Music Box

The Modular Music Box consists of several interconnected plug’n’play
devices that collectively reproduce the functionality of the familiar 19th
century clockwork musical instrument.
At the heart of the piece is a custom-made electro-magnetic rotary
sequencer. Melodies are stored on a series of interchangeable, acrylic, 10”
disks embedded with small magnets arranged in a regular circular grid.
In the same way vinyl records are located on a turntable these disks are
centred on a spindle and rotate over a ‘play head’ made up of a line of
magnetic field sensors - effectively replicating but superseding the set of
pins on the revolving cylinder that pluck the tuned teeth of a steel comb in
the traditional device. Additional units are ‘daisy-chained’ to each other
via single cables and include a self contained and controllable sound source
(to hear and effect the musical output) and an animated representation of
a dancing ballerina automaton - realised as a modern-day interpretation of
the praxinoscope (the successor to the zoetrope - the popular visual parlour
toy of its era - but which improved on it by replacing its narrow viewing
slits with an inner circle of mirrors).
The work explores exhibition themes such as the ‘materialisation of data’,
‘the tactile digital’ and the ‘invisibility of technology’ while attempting to
recapture something of the sense of craft and workmanship, refined aesthetics
and genteel appreciation of the iPods of their day - refocused through the
minimalist design aesthetic and tactile ergonomics of the monome.
Monomatic is a collaboration between Nick Rothwell and Lewis Sykes, their work explores sound and interaction through projects such as
MonoScape - an application for a monome64 to trigger and position up to eight sounds within the 3D-AudioScape surround sound system
- and PEAL: A Virtual Campanile - an interactive installation which models the layout and operation of a traditional church bell tower.
www.monomatic.net

Florin Mocanu		

Five Sounds Sculpture
A collection of five different sound objects generated by electronic motors
that are sensitive to motion. Each motor is connected to its own motion
detector located in the exhibition space and activated by the visitors’
movements within the space. The sounds triggered have a different
intensity and resonance by using a variety of materials such as plastic,
metal, strings or glass. This sound map connects any given visitor with
others. Following some simple rules of movement, a group of people can
initiate this system to collectively choreograph a rhythmic spectrum of
sounds. The project encourages the audience to develop a deeper sense of
discrete and timely interactions with space, distance, object and building
by creating a sonic ecology. The environment is continually transformed
through ritualised body movements. The sound aesthetics and their
different types of frequencies, sounds and movements mix with the sensual
perception and related stimuli and responses, predictability or contingency.
Sounds and spaces create interactions with people travelling through
them. It may even contribute to ways in which future actions within
the space are going to take place. Environment is therefore continually
transformed in modes that make bodily movements become ceremonial.
Florin Mocanu is a media artist equally interested in old and new technologies
and in their responsiveness and potentiality in relation to interactivity,
transformation or perception of reality.

Phoebe Myers		
Shadow Box Mk3

I am interested in our obsession with capturing a real or actual experience,
and converting it into a format, which can be stored inside a box and
accessed at will. Arguably the technology literate in society now spend
more of their time having experiences which are mediated through
technology than having direct and personal ‘first life’ experiences. I
have reused a piece of now obsolete technology to house a sculpture,
which is a response to ideas about reality versus reproduction. In the
translation from the actual to the duplicate the sense of spontaneity is
often lost; the reproduction controls and limits random elements of risk
and uncertainty. The movement of the Shadow Box sculpture attempts
to retain this element of randomness, although of course its struggles are
still contained physically within the box, it is impossible to capture reality
without restricting its expression.
The flickering image on the television is reminiscent of an old film projection,
however, our usual experience of viewing an image on screen is subverted
as we are seeing what is physically there, rather than the reproduction of
something which actually occurred at a different place or time.
Phoebe Myers works in a variety of media including film, sculpture,
photography, and drawing, and her interests include experience and history,
the imposition of order, and seeing the beauty in small things.

Spyros Paparoulias		
From...To

My materials are plexiglas, a compass and physical light.
I have used a manual technique in which holographic images are scratched
onto the plexiglas through a series of arches and dots. I have created a
visual narration that starts from the pixel, a square based object in the first
computers, which slowly turns into a fetus in the installation: to symbolise
the evolution of digital imaging from first computer arts applications (like
Frieder Nake’s during the 70’s) to the latest bio-technological debate with
even the ability to design organisms from scratch. The starting point of
digital environments is the pixel, a small square. The starting point of
living organisms is the cell, a mostly circular structure. Beginning with
a 3D square hologram the work proceeds into a 3D cell hologram, ending
up in the form of a fetus hologram. A journey from the virtual back to the
physical and vice versa.
Moving in front of the plexiglas panels the viewer encounters a set of
arches which ultimately create an illusion of the 3D object. The dot or pixel
is the introductory point that is being transformed in space in order to
constitute the final visual outcome. More or less like the way we interact
with our computer.
A microscopic procedure that ends up in a macroscopic experience. A
hint of magic hidden in the transition between these two environments.
Spyros Paparoulias is interested in symbolising and analysing historical
and scientific models and procedures as experimental artforms that express
themselves in mixed media environments. His work does not become concrete due to its relevance with a certain medium but because of its
flexibility in expressing conceptual symbolisms.

Daksha Patel		
Route map

This work emerged from a recent residency in the radiology department
at The Christie Hospital, Manchester, examining angiograms, CT and MRI
scans. It explores the relationship between digital visualising technologies
and the subjective body. Medical imaging probes real bodies to produce
abstracted and virtual images. Its codes approximate the continuous flow
of sensory information which structures analogue experience.
The drawing re-imagines the transport and communication systems of
Manchester as an angiogram (an x-ray of blood vessels). It redraws the ebbs
and flows of the city to create a visceral map of the bus routes, rail lines,
rivers and canal systems traversing the city.
This alternative map is sited in the window of the Visitor Information
Centre, Piccadilly Plaza, during the exhibition. It is available in print format
next to the digital, interactive map of Manchester inside the centre.
Daksha Patel is a visual artist based in Manchester whose work explores
the relationship between the medical and subjective body.

James Prevett		

In Search of the Miraculous
Half a chair with a green screen is plugged into an extended ladder
coated in Gesso feeding a slide projector attached to a log which holds
and powers the whole implausible contraption. Driven by a long lonely
night walk through the Internet, this device made up of individual objects
begins with the single search.
Take first web link and begin to move.
Choose new links based upon unknown information.
Record each step with a picture.
Stop after 80 pictures.
The work is named after a book I have not read and an artwork I have not seen.
http://w w w.afterall.org/ books/one.work/ bas.jan.ader.search.
miraculous, accessed 16/08/10.
‘Bas Jan Ader disappeared at sea in 1975 while attempting to sail from
the east coast of the United States to Europe as part of a project titled In
Search of the Miraculous.’
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/In_Search_of_the_Miraculous, accessed
16/08/10.
‘In Search of the Miraculous: Fragments of an Unknown Teaching is a 1949 book
by Russian philosopher P. D. Ouspensky about the teachings of the Greek-Armenian
mystic G.I. Gurdjieff… It is considered one of the best expositions of the structure
of Gurdjieff’s ideas on consciousness, self-remembering, the three-brained nature
of human beings, and his cosmological structure of the universe as nested worlds.’

James Prevett works with discarded objects and found material. He likes to make constructions that reveal a pathetic freedom.
He is interested in autonomy as a romantic dream.
http://morepm.net/

Sid Volter		

Stone Markings
There are mobile phone masts and Wi-Fi networks wherever we walk,
especially in central Manchester. Invisible waves flood the atmosphere and
power our devices without needing our day-to-day awareness of them.
Recent research by Nokia showed that future mobile devices could be
charged and even operated by ambient radio waves that are already in the
air and would not need any extra energy. Satellites from behind the sky
beam down signals to antennas and allocate information through wires in
the ground. They activate our devices and we don’t even think about the
materials that make them work. We use symbols and references to help us
understand this world around us and they are indirectly related to marks
that have been used since the beginning of writing. This work consists of
a series of stones with carvings of contemporary technological symbols
that have a striking resemblance to ancient stone markings found in the
British Isles. These stones represent a grounding, linking us to our past and
serve as a reminder that we have always been technical.
Sid Volter is a new media artist, finding alternative forms of communication
and questioning the function of digital technology.
www.sidvolter.blogspot.com

1. Wireless symbols
2. Examples of Neolithic carvings known as ‘cup and ring’ markings, found in parts of England and Scotland
photo credits: SK51, Creative Commons 2.0 Attribution Non-Commercial No-Derivatives
3. Symbol for signal, found on most mobile phone screens
4. Nordic / Anglo-Saxon rune ‘algiz’, meaning elk-antlers
5. Bluetooth symbol
6. Scandinavian rune ‘Hagal’, also Anglo-Saxon ‘Lor’
7. Combined with the Old Norse rune ‘Berkanan’
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2.

3.
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6.
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Andrea Zapp		

Blackpool, Tower and Pier
This work forms part of my current manufacturing of analogue objects
that manifest online environments in a purely physical format, rendering
them domestic and decorative as an intrinsic part of life. The resulting
artefacts become ironic mementos of our virtual habitat and memory: digital
yet corporeal souvenirs that provoke a paradoxical sense of longing and
belonging to a parallel world.
They are inspired by the nomadic and transitory culture of the web and
its travel channels of browsing, surfing, searching and surveilling and
capturing the experience in screen- and snapshots. One of those is the
Blackpool Tower and Pier, and I have printed its satellite image in large
scale onto canvas and additionally embroidered by hand. It serves as an
intriguing, if not perfect location for the above layers. Blackpool presents
itself as a postmodern epicentre of pleasure, gaming and amusement
industry – a highly artificial identity and setting - whilst still interspersed
with some of the nostalgia of the historical beach resort.
The tapestry itself appears dated and ageless at the same time, exuding
a tranquility and purity, almost like a vision or mirage, that seems to
exist only in the online representation of the space.
Andrea Zapp creates installations and artworks mixing real and online spaces
and narratives, often combined with surveillance technology.
www.andreazapp.com

The underground civilian exchange in Manchester was codenamed ‘Guardian’. This is the test switchboard in Area
A T.8 upper level between the glazed partition and stairs to the lower level.©Crown copyright.NMR

